
Better Science Faster
Leverage KYNOTA to get from zero to 
Run-to-Run dashboards in eight weeks.

The pressure to reach the market first has created an increased need for 
efficiency and speed at all stages of development and manufacturing. 
Traditional methods of data collection, analysis, and transfer come with 
many challenges including islands of information, tedious manual data 
entry and cleaning, disparate data sources, and experimental analysis. 
These hurdles prevent scientists from performing better science faster 
and increase the potential for errors that lead to financial setbacks, 
compromised resources, and delayed delivery of therapies to patients.  
Partnering with KYNOTA Data will allow you to spend more time focusing 
on innovation and experimentation, increasing efficiencies, and 
decreasing time to market.

Our team 
Our subject matter experts have extensive knowledge of life sciences 
technologies across the drug development continuum and are ready to 
work with you on producing the best results for your lab.

Our partnerships
We treat our clients like partners and listen to their feed back to make sure 
they have the right solution, right support, right away.  

Site specific support
Every site we work with is assigned a focused technical lead familiar with 
your facility and needs making sure you get fast and applicable support.

New technology, no problem
KYNOTA Data is an evergreen solution. We are regularly rolling out new 
functionality and will help you adopt new technology.  Our mission is to 
make you successful so that patients get treatments faster.

Connect, collect, and contextualize your 
experimental data in real-time, stored in one place, 
and made ready for new analytical modalities

Dynamic Functionality

Bioreactor Data
pH
DO
Temperature
Etc.

Off-line & At-line Analyzers
Viable Cell Density
Blood Gas Analyzers
Metabolite Analyzers
Cell Counters
Spectroscopy
Etc.

Disparate Lab Systems
Historian
(ELN) Electronic Lab Notebook
(LIMs) Laboratory Information 
Management System
Etc.

1-844-KYNOTA-1        contactus@kynota.com        www.kynota.com
Contact us for more information

When was the last 
time leadership 
asked if/when your 
lab will be 
implementing 
Machine Learning, 
Artificial Intelligence, 
and/or Digital Twins?

Is too much of your 
time spent manually 
entering and 
re-entering data 
into disconnected 
databases along 
with other tedious 
repetitive tasks? 

How long does it 
take you to perform 
an investigation on 
a process anomaly?

KYNOTA Data Platform
KYNOTA Data supports your lab‘s data with a stable, reliable, and future proof solution. 
We connect the entire laboratory ecosystem and eliminate non-development activities like 
manual and tedious data management activities associated with biopharma.  This ensures 
data is findable, accessible, interoperable, and reusable.

Differentiators


